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ABSTRACT

The processes governing organized tropical convective systems are not completely understood despite their important influences on the tropical atmosphere and global circulation. In particular, cold pools are known to influence the structure and maintenance of midlatitude systems via Rotunno–Klemp–Weisman (RKW) theory, but cold pools may interact differently with tropical convection because of differences in cold pool strength and environmental shear. In this study, the role of cold pools in organized oceanic tropical convective systems is investigated, including their influence on system intensity, mesoscale structure, and propagation. To accomplish this goal, high-resolution idealized simulations are performed for two different systems that are embedded within a weakly sheared cloud population approaching radiative–convective equilibrium. The cold pools are altered by changing evaporation rates below cloud base in a series of sensitivity tests. The simulations demonstrate surprising findings: when cold pools are weakened, the convective systems become more intense. However, their propagation speeds and mesoscale structure are largely unaffected by the cold pool changes. Passive tracers introduced into the cold pools indicate that the convection intensifies when cold pools are weakened because cold pool air is entrained into updrafts, thereby reducing updraft intensity via the cold pools’ initial negative buoyancy. Gravity waves, rather than cold pools, appear to be the important modulators of system propagation and mesoscale structure. These results reconfirm that RKW theory does not fully explain the behavior of tropical oceanic convective systems, even those that otherwise appear consistent with RKW thinking.

1. Introduction

Despite the importance of organized tropical convective systems to the global circulation (Riehl and Malkus 1958) and to the state of the tropical atmosphere including the tropical rainfall budget (Nesbitt et al. 2000, 2006; Tan et al. 2013), the dynamics of linearly organized midlatitude convective systems are arguably better understood than those of tropical systems. Numerous papers on midlatitude convection have highlighted the important role of cold pools in linearly organized systems via Rotunno–Klemp–Weisman (RKW) theory (Rotunno et al. 1988; Weisman and Rotunno 2004). This theory postulates that the circulation on the downshear side of the cold pool, which behaves as a density current, and the wind shear in the inflow environment interact to influence the convective system structure (e.g., its tilt) and intensity and control its maintenance. Rotunno et al. (1988, p. 463) state, “We argue that these results describe the physics of both midlatitude and tropical squall lines.”

Observational studies of linearly organized tropical convective systems have documented wide variability in the strength of the low- and midlevel environmental shear, convective-line orientation relative to the shear vector, thermodynamic characteristics of the environment, and system propagation speeds (e.g., Houze and Cheng 1977; Zipser 1977; LeMone et al. 1998; Johnson et al. 2005). Other studies of tropical convective systems...
have often utilized idealized numerical simulations, typically over an ocean surface. Some studies have focused on feedbacks between radiative heating, surface fluxes, and cloud cover (e.g., Held et al. 1993; Bretherton et al. 2005; Stephens et al. 2008) and the importance of cold pools (Tompkins 2001; Jeenanje and Romps 2013; Muller and Bony 2015) in organizing convection, while still others have demonstrated the influence of gravity waves on convective initiation and clustering (e.g., Clark et al. 1986; Mapes 1993; Lac et al. 2002; Fovell 2002; Tulich and Mapes 2008; Lane and Zhang 2011). Slow-moving, shear-parallel tropical squall lines have rarely been simulated, however. Several authors who have evaluated shear-perpendicular tropical squall lines found consistent behavior with RKW theory (Nicholls et al. 1988; Keenan and Carbone 1992; Robe and Emanuel 2001), though others have not (Moncrieff and Miller 1976; Webster et al. 2002; Tulich and Kiladis 2012). More recently, Lane and Moncrieff (2015, hereafter LM15) and Moncrieff and Lane (2015, hereafter ML15) investigated the morphology of two types of convective systems in sheared tropical oceanic environments whose behavior did not conform to that expected from RKW theory. LM15 investigated an “upshear-propagating regime.” In those systems, it appeared that the cold pool defined the system’s propagation speed but that the cold pool was coupled to a ducted gravity wave, such that the region of preferred convective initiation was on the upshear side of the cold pool. In ML15, the vertical wind shear was marginally weaker than in LM15, and the convective systems propagated downshear. The weak cold pools in this “downshear-propagating regime” did not appear to control the propagation of the convective systems.

As the above discussion suggests, it is unclear exactly how important cold pools are to the organization of tropical convection and to tropical convective system behavior in different environments. The goal of our study is therefore to investigate the role of cold pools in tropical convective systems. We address the following question: How do cold pools influence tropical convective system evolution and characteristics such as intensity, mesoscale structure, and propagation mechanisms? Based on our prior knowledge of cold pools and their demonstrated importance for convective initiation (e.g., Tompkins 2001) and convective system maintenance (e.g., LM15) in the tropics, we hypothesized that if we were to weaken or remove the cold pools, the convective systems would be weaker, would propagate more slowly, or would fail to maintain their organization. We tested our hypothesis using idealized simulations (described in section 2), and as demonstrated in section 3, we were wrong on all accounts. Instead, we show that the weakening of the cold pools acts to intensify the organized systems (section 3a) and has little influence on the systems’ propagation, longevity, and structure (section 3b); we then explore physical explanations for these results (sections 3c and 3d).

2. Description of simulations

a. RCE-BASE simulation

To address our hypothesis and investigate the role of cold pools in tropical convective systems, we ran idealized simulations using the Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS), version 6.1.18 (Cotton et al. 2003; Saleeby and van den Heever 2013). RAMS has been successfully used to investigate tropical convection in a number of prior studies (e.g., Stephens et al. 2004, 2008; Posselt et al. 2008; Storer and van den Heever 2013) and is therefore a useful tool for this work. We used the radiative–convective equilibrium (RCE) framework, which is an idealized approximation to the state of the tropical maritime atmosphere (Manabe and Strickler 1964; Tompkins and Craig 1998). Linearly oriented convective systems, which are commonly observed over tropical oceans (Houze and Cheng 1977; LeMone et al. 1998; Johnson et al. 2005; Liu and Zipser 2013), emerge spontaneously in large-domain channel RCE simulations (e.g., Held et al. 1993; Grabowski and Moncrieff 2001). Our approach was to examine two different convective systems embedded within the initial simulation’s domain (RCE-BASE); these systems occurred about 20 days into the simulation when the environment in RCE-BASE was approaching its equilibrium state.

The RCE-BASE simulation domain was a long channel with dimensions 3000 km × 200 km × 25 km, 1-km horizontal grid spacing, and 75 stretched vertical levels with vertical grid spacing that varied from 70 m near the surface to 500 m aloft. The main time step was 5 s. Lateral boundary conditions were periodic, a Rayleigh damping layer was included in the topmost 4 km, and the lower boundary was an ocean surface with 300-K sea surface temperature. Surface–atmosphere energy and momentum exchanges were calculated using bulk formulas following Louis (1979) with the minimum wind speed increased to 7 m s⁻¹ (only for the purpose of the flux calculations) so that the domain-averaged surface latent and sensible heat fluxes were comparable to observed tropical oceanic values of order 100 and 10 W m⁻², respectively. Such wind thresholds applied to flux calculations are typical in many models. Without this adjustment, surface fluxes are unrealistically low given the low wind speeds (see below). Other physical parameterizations used in RAMS include the Harrington (1997) two-stream radiation scheme updated every 5 min of simulation time; an anisotropic Smagorinsky (1963) turbulence scheme with stability modifications by Hill (1974) and diffusion coefficients calculated for perturbation fields; and a two-moment bulk
microphysics scheme with three liquid (cloud, drizzle, rain) and five ice (pristine ice, snow, aggregates, graupel, hail) categories and bin-emulating procedures for droplet nucleation, riming, and sedimentation (Meyers et al. 1997; Saleeby and Cotton 2004, 2008). The shape parameter in the gamma distribution was set to 4 for cloud and drizzle and 2 for all other species, which are typical values for these hydrometeor categories. The horizontally homogeneous but vertically varying initial aerosol profile was exponentially decreasing with a surface concentration of 100 mg m\(^{-2}\) and a scale height of 7 km. Aerosols were given a solubility of 90% for droplet nucleation and could nucleate ice following DeMott et al. (2010). Sources and sinks of aerosol number were not included, and aerosols were not radiatively active.

The 0000 UTC 5 December 1992 TOGA COARE sounding was used as the initial thermodynamic profile but with zero wind throughout the atmosphere, as in Stephens et al. (2004). Random temperature perturbations of maximum amplitude 0.1 K were introduced over the lowest 500 m AGL to initialize boundary layer inhomogeneity. Following prior RCE studies, the diurnal cycle was excluded by employing a constant solar zenith angle of 50° and the solar constant was changed to 695.41 W m\(^{-2}\), which resulted in a top-of-atmosphere insolation of 447 W m\(^{-2}\), the tropical atmosphere annual mean (Posselt et al. 2012). Deep convection developed after several days because of atmospheric destabilization by radiative cooling and surface fluxes. The mean winds evolve throughout the simulation, and cross-longitudinal circulations develop such that shear of the horizontal winds arises as time progresses. This evolution allows the convective systems and the environmental flow to work in concert; that is, convective momentum fluxes interact consistently with the wind profile to modify the shear (e.g., Lane and Moncrieff 2010).

By day 20, there are multiple moist and dry bands within the channel domain, a common characteristic of channel RCE simulations (e.g., Stephens et al. 2008). Envelopes of organized convection pulse within each moist band (Fig. 1). We selected and simulated two convective systems from RCE-BASE at higher resolution (section 2b) starting at day 20, following a one-way nesting approach similar to McGee and van den Heever (2014). At day 20, the simulation has not yet reached an equilibrium state, but the domain-averaged precipitation rate is 3.4 mm day\(^{-1}\), domain-averaged precipitable water is 41 mm, and maximum updraft speeds are 15–25 m s\(^{-1}\), all of which are realistic for tropical oceanic observations (Stephens 1990; Heymsfield et al. 2010; Adler et al. 2012).

b. Cluster and linear systems and sensitivity experiments

The two convective systems identified from RCE-BASE (Fig. 1), a cluster system and a linear system, are simulated at higher resolution. These two systems differ in several respects, which are demonstrated later but summarized here. One system’s convective cells are organized in a cluster-like manner, while the other is more linearly oriented, as suggested by their respective names. Another difference is their propagation direction: the cluster system propagates in the negative \(x\) direction as it intensifies (and then switches propagation direction as it decays), while the linear system propagates in the positive \(x\) direction. Additionally, the linear system is shorter lived but more intense than the cluster system. By simulating two convective systems with different characteristics, we can assess whether the role of cold pools is robust across different organizational types.

Two nested control simulations were performed: control cluster (CTL-CLST) and control linear (CTL-LIN). Both control (CTL) simulations used 250-m horizontal grid spacing, 30-m (near surface) vertical grid spacing stretched to 250 m aloft, and a 2.5-s time step. The finer grid spacings permit better representation of the turbulence and cold pool characteristics (Bryan et al. 2003; Grant and van den Heever 2016). Both CTL runs extended 500 km in the zonal (\(x\)) direction to capture the entire moist band that each system lives within and 200 km in the meridional (\(y\)) direction to match that of the RCE-BASE simulation, giving a total of 2000 \(\times\) 797 \(\times\) 128 grid points for each domain. The meridional lateral boundary conditions were kept periodic, but the zonal boundary conditions were changed to open radiative (Klemp and Wilhelmson 1978) and nudged with the RAMS output from the RCE-BASE simulation.

![FIG. 1. Hovmöller diagram of zonally averaged OLR at model top in simulation RCE-BASE. The black boxes show the zonal extents and durations of the cluster and linear system high-resolution simulations.](image-url)
using a nudging time scale of 15 min. Each CTL simulation was initialized from the day 20 instantaneous RCE-BASE fields interpolated onto the higher-resolution grid. The only difference between the two CTL simulations was their x position in the RCE-BASE run and the length of integration time. CTL-CLST was initialized from \( x = 550 \) to \( x = 1050 \) km in RCE-BASE and run for 36 h, as shown by the left box in Fig. 1, while CTL-LIN was initialized from \( x = 2350 \) to \( x = 2850 \) km and run for 21 h (right box in Fig. 1). In each case, the total run time captures the intensifying through dissipating stage of the system. Model output was stored every 10 min. From here on, “hour 0” of the higher-resolution simulations will refer to the initialization time, corresponding to day 20 of RCE-BASE.

To investigate the role of cold pools in the tropical convective systems, we altered the cold pool strengths by changing hydrometeor evaporation rates below cloud base (\( \sim 330 \) m AGL, where the second derivative of the domain-and time-mean cloud water mixing ratio profile is maximized in the CTL simulations, i.e., where there is the most curvature in the mean cloud water profile). Similar cold pool modification methods have been used in several previous studies (e.g., Crook and Moncrieff 1988; Jeewanjee and Romps 2013), although most, if not all, prior studies modify evaporation over a greater depth than just the subcloud layer. We modified evaporation only below cloud base in order to avoid altering other aspects of the convection (such as entrainment rates and gravity waves), which would complicate the interpretation of the cold pools’ roles. Sensitivity experiments were conducted with the modified evaporation rates by restarting the CTL simulation at hour 5 for the cluster system and hour 3 for the linear system, both of which are 5 h before the main analysis period (hours 10–20 for the cluster system and hours 8–16 for the linear system, when the propagation speed is well defined; see section 3b). Two of the sensitivity experiments were called evaporation-off cluster (EOFF-CLST) and evaporation-off linear (EOFF-LIN). In these tests, evaporation below cloud base was shut off completely by setting water vapor diffusivity to 0. This is the most we can weaken the cold pools without also changing evaporation above cloud base.

Because the cluster system showed a larger response in the EOFF experiment than did the linear system (as shown in the next section), two additional sensitivity experiments were also performed for the cluster system: E1/2-CLST, in which water vapor diffusivity was reduced by a factor of 5, resulting in evaporation rates that are approximately halved, and E2X-CLST, in which water vapor diffusivity was increased by a factor of 5, resulting in an approximate doubling of evaporation rates and stronger cold pools. In summary, six high-resolution simulations were performed: CTL-CLST, EOFF-CLST, E1/2-CLST, E2X-CLST, CTL-LIN, and EOFF-LIN. E2X-CLST is the only sensitivity test in which cold pools were strengthened; in all other sensitivity tests, the cold pools were weakened.

3. Results

a. Convection intensity

Our method to weaken the cold pools by preventing evaporation only below cloud base is effective, especially in the cluster system, despite the shallow depth of the subcloud layer (Fig. 2). The method is effective because the origin of most downdraft air in weakly sheared tropical maritime systems is close to cloud base (e.g., Moncrieff and Miller 1976; Torri and Kuang 2016), which we confirmed via PDFs of moist static energy (not shown). The signature of many of the small, individual cold pools ahead of the main system have disappeared in the density potential temperature \( \theta_p \) (Emanuel 1994) fields in the EOFF simulations (e.g., Figs. 2a,c from \( x = 50 \) to 150 km and Figs. 2e,g from \( x = 280 \) to 350 km), suggesting those small cold pools in CTL are largely created by evaporation in the subcloud layer. The average near-surface \( \theta'_p \) values (relative to the domain-mean \( \theta'_p \) of each high-resolution grid) in the regions of strongest cold pools reach \(-0.55\) K in CTL-CLST and \(-1.5\) K in CTL-LIN but only reach \(-0.05\) K in EOFF-CLST and \(-0.85\) K in EOFF-LIN.

If cold pools are initiating and/or helping to maintain convection in the two systems, we would expect the convective systems to be weaker in the EOFF simulations than in the CTL simulations, as hypothesized. However, the OLR fields in Fig. 2 suggest that the opposite is true. In the cluster system, low OLR regions cover more area in EOFF than in CTL, indicating wider coverage of cold cloud tops (Figs. 2b,d). In the linear system, differences between the OLR fields are subtle, though individual convective elements appear slightly wider with colder cloud tops in EOFF (Figs. 2f,h). Differences in OLR
between CTL-LIN and EOFF-LIN are more obvious at later hours (not shown).

The surprising result that convection is more intense in EOFF than in CTL suggested by the snapshots in Fig. 2 is corroborated by analysis of multiple measures of convective intensity. One such measure is mean precipitation rate, which is noticeably greater in EOFF compared to CTL, particularly when the precipitation rate is decaying (Fig. 3a). The corresponding domain- and time-mean precipitation rate (and therefore also the total accumulated precipitation) increases by 7%–17% in the EOFF simulations (Table 1). The precipitation-rate probability distributions in the four CTL and EOFF simulations (Fig. 4) tell a similar story as the average precipitation rates. For instance, the frequency of occurrence of moderate, 40–80 mm h\(^{-1}\) precipitation rates increases by about 25% in EOFF for the linear system and by 50%–500% for the cluster system (Fig. 4b).

Precipitation is not a perfect measure of convective intensity for these experiments because when subcloud evaporation is reduced, more water will reach the surface as precipitation, all else being equal. However, the precipitation differences between CTL and EOFF are also associated with changes in OLR and therefore in cloud-top temperatures (Fig. 3b). OLR is lower on average in the EOFF simulations than in the corresponding CTL

---

**Fig. 2.** Instantaneous plan views of (a),(c),(e),(g) \(\theta\) \(_{pv}\) and system-relative wind vectors (see section 3b for propagation speeds) at the lowest model level (15 m AGL); and (b),(d),(f),(h) OLR. Simulations (a),(b) CTL-CLST and (c),(d) EOFF-CLST are shown at hour 15 of the high-resolution simulations, and simulations (e),(f) CTL-LIN and (g),(h) EOFF-LIN are shown at hour 12.
simulations, indicating colder cloud tops associated with more intense and/or more widespread deep convection. Such OLR differences suggest that the precipitation increase in the EOFF simulations is primarily due to increased convective vigor and not due to the reduced subcloud evaporation.

The two additional sensitivity tests for the cluster system (E1/2 and E2X) follow the same trend as the EOFF simulations (Fig. 3 and Table 1): precipitation increases in E1/2 when cold pools are weakened by the reduced evaporation rates, as in EOFF, while precipitation decreases in E2X when cold pools are strengthened by faster evaporation rates; OLR changes accordingly. The magnitude of the difference is much smaller in E1/2 (E2X) than in EOFF, despite the 1/2 (2) factor change in evaporation rate, all else being equal. However, not all else is equal: when cold pools are weakened by slower evaporation rates in E1/2, the cold pools become warmer and drier and therefore have lower relative humidity, which acts to increase the evaporation rates again, thereby resulting in a negative feedback on the initial decrease in evaporation rate. The negative feedback similarly exists in E2X. This feedback acts to keep the E1/2 and E2X cold pool properties and system intensity similar to those of the CTL run. The feedback does not exist in the EOFF simulations since the evaporation cannot respond to changes in relative humidity in EOFF. This result may indicate that, in reality, cold pools in the tropics may be fairly insensitive to factors such as drop size distributions or surface fluxes that could otherwise perturb cold pool strengths. Given the small changes in E1/2 and E2X compared to CTL, the remaining analysis will focus only on the CTL and EOFF simulations.

The final measure of convective intensity we examine here is the updraft strength. The 95th percentile of updraft speeds do not exceed 5 m\(\text{s}^{-1}\), while the fastest updraft speeds are between 15 and 25 m\(\text{s}^{-1}\) for both systems (Figs. 5a,c), which are in the range of observations for tropical oceanic convection (LeMone and Zipser 1980; Lucas et al. 1994; Heymsfield et al. 2010; Varble et al. 2014; Schumacher et al. 2015). In the cluster system, EOFF has up to 1 m\(\text{s}^{-1}\) stronger vertical velocities above 4 km AGL (Fig. 5b), and between 6 and 8 km AGL, the relative increase in updraft speed in EOFF compared to CTL exceeds 20% for the 90th–99th percentiles. EOFF-LIN also has stronger mid- and upper-troposphere updraft speeds than CTL-LIN, although the magnitude of the differences is slightly smaller (Fig. 5d). The increases in updraft speed for both
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EOFF cases are consistent with the increase in precipitation and reduction in OLR and suggest an overall increase in the mesoscale upward circulation. However, interesting trends appear for the strongest updraft speeds over the lowest 4 km, which are associated with the initiation of a small number of intense, convective-scale updrafts by cold pools. For the cluster system, the strongest updrafts are weaker in the EOFF case below 2 km AGL (for the 97.5th percentile) and below 4 km AGL (for the 99.9th percentile). However, for the linear system, the updrafts are stronger at all depths in the EOFF case except between 3 and 6 km AGL, where they are weaker for the 99.9th percentile. These differences between the two systems are presumably related to the differences in low-level inflow to the two systems and their convective-scale initiation, which is discussed further in section 3b.

In summary, we have analyzed various metrics for convective intensity and have shown that when cold pools are weakened, the convection becomes more intense. We hypothesize that cold pool air becomes incorporated into the updrafts and its initial negative buoyancy reduces the convective intensity. This idea is explored further in section 3c. These results suggest that the cold pools are not playing critical roles in convective initiation and that mechanisms other than cold pools are more important for initiating and maintaining convection, such as gravity waves (e.g., Balaji and Clark 1988; Pandya and Durran 1996; Lane and Reeder 2001; Lac et al. 2002).

b. Propagation and mesoscale structure

Given the large differences seen in the cold pools themselves and in the convective intensity, it is natural to next ask. Are the propagation speeds different and/or is the mesoscale structure altered in the EOFF simulations? If the cold pools define the propagation speed of the systems (e.g., as in LM15), then we would expect to find slower propagation in the EOFF simulations than in the CTL simulations, as we originally hypothesized. Additionally, if RKW theory is applicable to the linear systems, then differences in the mesoscale structure (e.g., system tilt) and maintenance should arise because of the weakened cold pools.

We can answer whether the cold pools are playing a role in the propagation speeds by examining Hovmöller diagrams of condensed water path (Fig. 6). The cluster system slowly propagates in the negative x direction at about 1 m s\(^{-1}\) between hours 10 and 20, when the propagation speed is clearly defined (Fig. 6a), while the linear system propagates more quickly in the positive x direction at about 6 m s\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 6c). Despite the fact that the EOFF simulations have weaker cold pools, we see by comparing the slopes of the black and red contour overlays in Fig. 6 that the propagation speeds are not distinguishably different between CTL and EOFF for either system. The lifetimes of both systems and the time at which the cluster system switches propagation direction are also not affected by the changes to the cold pools. We therefore conclude that the cold pools do not play the dominant role in determining propagation speeds, nor do they significantly impact the lifetimes and evolution of the systems.

To determine whether the cold pools influence the mesoscale flow patterns and structure of the systems, we compare composite cross sections for CTL and EOFF, beginning first with the cluster system.\(^2\) We define the

\(^2\)Despite the cluster-like appearance of this system in the \(\theta_e\) and OLR fields, the predominant flow is zonal and fairly meridionally symmetric (see Fig. 2) because of the channel configuration and cyclic boundary conditions of the RCE-BASE run, which justifies a simple meridional averaging method.
Several notable features of the CTL-CLST structure are apparent in Figs. 7a and 7c. The full-troposphere view of the streamlines shows several flow branches: front-to-rear jump updrafts originating primarily at three different levels (near the surface and at 4 and 7.5 km AGL), an overturning circulation above 9 km AGL (between \( x = -150 \) and \(-50 \) km), and a low-level ascending and overturning circulation at the back of the system (between \( x = -25 \) and 150 km). A mesoscale downdraft does not exist, the boundary layer relative humidity is between 80% and 90%, and convective inhibition in the inflow environment is small along with moderate CAPE (Fig. 9), similar to the system studied in ML15. The low-level shear ahead of (to the left of) the cluster system is in the negative \( x \) direction (Fig. 10a), so it propagates downshear but tilts upshear.

The composite cold pool in CTL-CLST has a minimum \( \theta_p^r \) of \(-0.55 \) K and a theoretical propagation speed\(^3\) of \( 3 \) m \( s^{-1} \). These weak values are consistent with the high humidity in the boundary layer (Figs. 7a and 9). In EOFF, the minimum \( \theta_p^r \) is only \(-0.05 \) K, and the

\[^3\] Theoretical cold pool propagation speed \( C \) is calculated as \( C^2 = 2 \int_0^H -B \, dz \) (Benjamin 1968), where \( H \) is the top of the cold pool, taken to be 500 m AGL (see Figs. 7 and 8) and \( B = g\theta_p^r / \theta_p \) is the buoyancy.
theoretical speed is reduced to 1 m s\(^{-1}\). Despite these substantial cold pool changes, the general mesoscale structure is nearly unchanged in EOFF compared to CTL. There are only small differences in the streamlines, such as a stronger upper-level overturning circulation in EOFF and slightly steeper streamlines in CTL between 1 and 3 km AGL above the leading edge of the composite cold pool (around \(x = -75\) km). The steeper low-level streamlines result in a sharper horizontal gradient of condensate mixing ratios (Fig. 7c). These structures are consistent with some convective-scale initiation by the cold pool near the surface and the larger values of the most intense low-level updrafts in CTL-CLST compared to EOFF-CLST (Fig. 5b). In CTL, low-level ascending streamlines originating within the subcloud layer pass through the composite cold pool and falling precipitation (Fig. 7c). This indicates that, from the viewpoint of the mesoscale flow, the low-level inflow to the CTL-CLST system acquires negative buoyancy through evaporative cooling in the subcloud layer, which lends support to the hypothesis that the evaporation that forms cold pools is actually having a detrimental effect on the intensity of convection by reducing the buoyancy of the inflow air.

The linear system exhibits many similar mesoscale features to the cluster system (Fig. 8) as it forms in a very similar thermodynamic environment (Fig. 9). For instance, the system has ascending front-to-rear flow and a
jump updraft since the streamlines end up at a higher altitude than they originated, and the system lacks a mesoscale downdraft. The low-level shear ahead of (to the right of) the system is in the positive $x$ direction (Fig. 10b), so it also propagates downshear and tilts upshear, as in the cluster system. It is worth noting that the linear system’s propagation speed and its environmental shear compare well with observed shear-perpendicular lines documented in LeMone et al. (1998) and Johnson et al. (2005). The composite cold pool in CTL-LIN is stronger than in CTL-CLST: its minimum $\theta_v'$ is $-1.5$ K and theoretical speed is $5.7$ m s$^{-1}$. In EOFF-LIN, the minimum $\theta_v'$ has been reduced by nearly half, and the theoretical speed is 12% lower. Both CTL-LIN and EOFF-LIN do show small regions of stagnation within the composite cold pool (indicated by the circular streamline), and the horizontal maps (Fig. 2) show a well-defined leading edge and system-relative flow toward the front of the cold pool, as might be expected in association with the presence of a density current. However, despite the changes to the cold pool structure from CTL-LIN to EOFF-LIN, there are nearly indistinguishable changes in mesoscale structure, which indicates that the mesoscale behavior of these systems is not sensitive to the details of the cold pool. Yet, as shown earlier, the EOFF case has stronger updrafts throughout the depth of the convection and more intense precipitation.

The increase in intensity of the linear system with weaker cold pools could potentially be explained by two important changes in the composite mesoscale structure of the system. First, the intensity response appears consistent with RKW theory: $\Delta u$ over the lowest 2 km is less than 2 m s$^{-1}$ for both the CTL and EOFF systems (Fig. 10b),
and hence $C/\Delta u$, which equals 3.4 in CTL and 3.0 in EOFF, is closer to 1 in EOFF and therefore in a more optimal state, albeit within relatively weak shear. Indeed, as expected, the streamlines are slightly steeper in Fig. 8d than in Fig. 8c on a local, convective scale (at low levels near the composite cold pool). Second, the leading precipitation and evaporation in CTL-LIN produces a cold pool that protrudes about 25 km ahead of EOFF-LIN’s cold pool. As in the cluster system, the low-level inflow passes through this protruding cold pool in CTL-LIN. This flow pattern bears some resemblance to the midlatitude, front-fed, leading stratiform convective systems simulated by Parker and Johnson (2004) except that, here, the leading precipitation is not stratiform in nature nor advected from the convective region but rather is formed by congestus clouds ahead of the main convective line (e.g., see Fig. 2). The inflow through the composite cold pool, along with the evaporation of the leading precipitation, reduces the buoyancy of the inflow. Hence, the low-level inflow in EOFF-LIN does not experience the detrimental effects of the protruding cold pool and evaporation as in CTL-LIN, and the system is more intense as a result.

With the exception of the small region of stagnation in the cold pool, the linear system is strictly propagating; that is, there is no steering level, and hence, streamlines pass through the system from right to left at all levels, and there is no evidence of a mesoscale downdraft. The system appears to propagate in a wave-like manner, which is also consistent with the cold pools’ weak influence on the mesoscale features. Perhaps most importantly, both CTL-LIN and EOFF-LIN have nearly identical propagation speeds, regardless of cold pool strength. Thus, despite some local, convective-scale features of the linear system being consistent with RKW theory, the overall behavior of the linear system and its mesoscale structure suggests that some other mechanism is responsible for the system propagation and longevity.

c. The role of cold pools in convective intensity

We hypothesize based on the results of section 3a that the presence of the cold pools weakens convective intensity through the impacts of negative buoyancy in the subcloud layer, implying that some of the rising updraft

---

**Fig. 8.** As in Fig. 7, but for the linear system: for construction of the composites, each system was followed at its propagation speed of $\pm 6$ m s$^{-1}$ between hours 8 and 16. Note that streamlines flow from right to left at all levels as indicated by the small arrows in the bottom corners of each panel. The thick arrows at the top indicate the system’s propagation direction.
air originates from within the cold pools. While at first this feels counterintuitive, it is well known that cold pools are detrimental to unorganized convection (Byers and Braham 1949) because the cold pools can undercut the parent updrafts. Additionally, prior studies of unorganized tropical convection have suggested that updrafts do transport some air from the cold pools (e.g., Tompkins 2001; Torri et al. 2015). We investigated how much cold pool air is transported aloft by the updrafts in these two convective systems through additional experiments in which passive tracers were initialized within the CTL and EOFR cold pools. Eighteen different tracers were initialized at the middle of the analysis periods when precipitation differences are large (hour 15 for the cluster systems and at hour 12 for the linear systems) and were integrated for 2 h. The tracer initialization regions, which are visually summarized for the two CTL systems in Figs. 11a–d, were determined as follows. Tracers 1–9 were initialized in regions where $u_0^{*} \geq 5$ K and tracers 10–18 were initialized where $u_0^{*} \leq -1$ K, thereby allowing us to evaluate whether the amount of air that is transported by updrafts depends on the initial negative buoyancy. The tracers were given an initial mixing ratio of 1 kg kg$^{-1}$ and were initialized at one of the nine lowest vertical model levels, all of which are below cloud base. Tracers 1 ($u_0^{*} \geq 5$ K) and 10 ($u_0^{*} \leq -1$ K) were placed closest to the surface (15 m AGL), followed by tracers 2 and 11 in the next vertical model level and so on. Tracers 9 and 18 are the highest tracers (308 m AGL) and are hence initialized closest to cloud base.

The percentage of each tracer’s total mass that has been transported above 3 km AGL after 2 h is shown in Figs. 11e and 11f. The 3-km level resides above the tops of boundary layer cumuli, so tracers transported above this altitude must have been carried there by congestus or deep convective updrafts. Over 21% of the near-surface cold pool air in the cluster system and up to 17% in the linear system ends up above 3 km (tracers 1 and 2). Additionally, it is evident from Figs. 11e and 11f that more of the upward-transported cold pool air originates near the surface (tracers 1–3 and 10–12) than higher in the subcloud layer (tracers 7–9 and 16–18), although this altitude dependency is weaker in the EOFF simulations.
One exception to this is tracers 17 and 18 in CTL-CLST, but those tracers cover a very small area of the domain. It is worth noting that none of the system-relative streamlines that pass through the composite cold pool ascend above 3 km in either system (Figs. 7c and 8c), which highlights the importance of considering the 3D structure of the cold pools and their behavior on convective scales. In the cluster system, the relative amount of upward-transported cold pool tracers is smaller in EOFF than in CTL (Fig. 11e). The EOFF-CLST tracers’ initial distributions are shifted farther back in the system compared to CTL, and they are therefore less likely to ascend in convective updrafts given the mesoscale flow structure (Fig. 7). On the other hand, in the linear system, the relative amount of upward-transported cold pool air is greater in EOFF than in CTL except for the near-surface tracers (Fig. 11f). There are fewer tracers initialized toward the back of the system in EOFF-LIN.
layer quasi-equilibrium theory (Raymond 1994, 1995), which may explain this result.

The tracer results lend support to our hypothesis that cold pools suppress convection intensity through their negative buoyancy, since a significant fraction of cold pool air is transported aloft. Several other studies have suggested similar findings (that the convection becomes more intense when cold pools are suppressed or weakened) both for tropical and for midlatitude organized systems. Liu and Moncrieff (2017, hereafter LM17) studied an idealized, shear-parallel, mei-yu front tropi-
cal system and demonstrated substantial intensification of the system when evaporation of rain was prevented. In simulations of a midlatitude mesoscale convective system, Trier et al. (2011) found that the MCS became more intense during its postsunrise reorganization when latent cooling from evaporation was removed. Our results also bear some resemblance to Schumacher (2015)’s study of an idealized nocturnal MCS. He showed that slight increases in low-level moisture led to large precipitation increases, suggesting the system processed and transported near-surface air through the convective region despite the stable boundary layer.

Finally, these results are broadly consistent with boundary convective region despite the stable boundary layer. processed and transported near-surface air through the convective region despite the stable boundary layer. Finally, these results are broadly consistent with boundary layer quasi-equilibrium theory (Raymond 1994, 1995), which postulates that downdrafts are responsible for reducing CAPE in the tropical boundary layer and extinguishing convection.

d. The role of gravity waves in system evolution

As we have shown that the mesoscale structure and propagation of the convective systems are mostly unaffected by changes to the cold pools, what then does govern the mesoscale features? We turn to gravity waves for the answer, which have been shown to be important regulators of tropical convective system behavior in several prior studies, particularly in low–convective inhibition environments (Mapes 1993; Shige and Satomura 2001; Liu and Moncrieff 2004; Tulich and Mapes 2008; Lane and Zhang 2011; LM15). Figure 12a shows a Hovmöller diagram of \( \theta' \) at 3 km AGL in the RCE-BASE simulation. Various phase speeds are evident, but the most prominent signal propagates in the positive \( x \) direction at 15 m s\(^{-1}\). We use linear theory for a fluid at rest, which defines the gravity wave propagation speed as

\[
c_v = N/m = Z_{\text{trop}}N/mn,
\]

where \( Z_{\text{trop}} \) is the troposphere depth (16 km), \( N \) is the Brunt–Väisälä frequency (0.0096 s\(^{-1}\), averaged temporally and spatially in the troposphere), \( Z_{\text{trop}}/n \) is the vertical wavelength, and \( n \) is an integer number of antinodes within the troposphere. The phase speed of an \( n = 3 \) wave is 16.2 m s\(^{-1}\), which closely corresponds to the main wave signal seen in Fig. 12a. Evidence of the \( n = 3 \) wave can also be seen in the inflow \( \theta' \) profile for CTL-LIN (Fig. 10b). The \( n = 3 \) wave’s half-vertical wavelength is 5.3 km, which is similar to the altitude of the freezing level (4.76 km). As this wave travels around the model domain, its horizontal wavelength is widened and its amplitude is reinforced by convective systems via latent cooling from melting and evaporation below the freezing level, similarly to mechanisms described in Tulich and Mapes (2008).

The negative low-level temperature anomalies associated with the \( n = 3 \) wave pass by near the time at which both the linear and the cluster systems are raining most intensely (indicated by the black dots in Fig. 12a) and when the cluster system begins to propagate in the positive rather than negative \( x \) direction. Several prior studies have highlighted the importance of the \( n = 3 \) wave in tropical convection initiation, organization, and behavior (e.g., Lane and Reeder 2001; Lane and Moncrieff 2008; Tulich and Mapes 2008; Lane and Zhang 2011; Tulich and Kiladis 2012). Specifically, the phase of the \( n = 3 \) wave that is characterized by low-level ascent and its associated cooling signal destabilizes the lower atmosphere and promotes convective development. The destabilization mechanism is particularly effective in low–convective inhibition environments such as these (Fig. 9). Additionally, Tulich and Mapes (2008) discussed the relevance of higher-order gravity wave modes than the \( n = 3 \) mode for convective system propagation. One of these modes was termed the “gust front” mode, so named for its similar propagation speed to the cold pools (8 m s\(^{-1}\)). The gust-front gravity wave mode may also be playing a role in the linear system’s propagation through convective system–gravity wave coupling.

Since the high-resolution simulations utilize lateral boundary nudging from the RCE-BASE simulation, two-way interactions between the convective systems and the larger-scale waves are not permitted. To ensure that boundary nudging did not unduly constrain the evolution of the two systems, we ran the same EOFF experiment for the RCE-BASE simulation, executed as a restart from RCE-BASE at day 20 and integrated for 36 h (EOFF-BASE). The domain- and time-averaged precipitation rate in the RCE-BASE simulation (called CTL-BASE) is 0.144 mm h\(^{-1}\). In the EOFF-BASE simulation, the mean precipitation rate increases by 8.5% over CTL-BASE, and the domain-averaged OLR (including both cloudy and clear regions) is up to 4 W m\(^{-2}\) colder in EOFF-BASE, confirming our precipitation rate and OLR results shown in section 3a. Additionally, the convective systems’ propagation speeds do not change between CTL-BASE and EOFF-BASE (cf. Figs. 13a and 13b), which indicates that the systems
were indeed not overly constrained in the high-resolution simulations.

In a final experiment, we ran the RCE-BASE simulation with evaporation shut off everywhere below the freezing level (EOFF-FL-BASE), which alters the forcing for the $n = 3$ wave and weakens its amplitude (Figs. 12b–d). In EOFF-FL-BASE, the domain-averaged OLR decreases by more than 16 W m$^{-2}$ compared to CTL-BASE near the end of the simulations, indicating more intense and/or more widespread deep convection. Moreover, the domain- and time-mean precipitation rate increases by 32.6%, a remarkable change and one that is consistent with that seen by LM17 in which evaporation was shut off everywhere. The impact of preventing evaporation below the freezing level on the propagation of the systems is shown in Fig. 13c. Changes in the propagation speeds are clearly evident. The cluster system (around $x = 750$ km) has stopped propagating entirely, and the linear system (around $x = 2600$ km) has slowed by about a factor of 3 in its later stages. The substantial propagation change in EOFF-FL-BASE, particularly for the linear system, appears to be related to the $n = 3$ wave itself. Specifically, a slower-moving, cold signal with an amplitude of $-1$ K embedded within the main $n = 3$ wave begins to appear at around 10 h and $x = 2600$ km in CTL-BASE and EOFF-BASE (Figs. 12b,c), but this signal is absent in EOFF-FL-BASE (Fig. 12d). Note that this signal is not due to cold pools, since $\theta'$ is shown at 3 km, and the cold pools are only 500 m deep. The absence of this signal in EOFF-FL-BASE coincides with the beginning of the significant changes in the propagation speed (Fig. 13c), which suggests that the $n = 3$ wave may be convectively coupled to the linear system and modulates its propagation speed in CTL-BASE and EOFF-BASE. The weakening of the $n = 3$ wave in the EOFF-FLBASE simulation may bring its amplitude below a critical threshold for the coupling to persist via destabilization.

4. Summary

RKW theory highlights the critical role of cold pools in linearly oriented convective systems. With some caveats (Evans and Doswell 2001; Stensrud et al. 2005; Coniglio et al. 2012; Alfaro 2017), this theory is widely accepted in midlatitude environments, yet the RKW authors originally postulated that it should also be applicable to tropical convective systems. A few studies have applied RKW thinking to tropical systems; some have found general agreement with the theory, while
others have not. Those studies that advocate against the use of RKW theory for tropical convective systems have found a particular reason, such as a system propagation speed that is too fast compared to the cold pool propagation speed, a propagation direction that is either parallel to the shear vector or on the upshear side of the cold pool, or a system tilt that is inconsistent with calculations of $C/D_u$. In this study, we have investigated the role of cold pools in influencing the intensity, mesoscale structure, propagation, and lifetime of two organized tropical oceanic convective systems. We simulated two different systems in a low–wind shear environment, one being linearly oriented and the other organized in a cluster, and then changed the cold pools by altering evaporation in the subcloud layer. If RKW theory were applicable to these tropical systems, particularly the linear system, we would expect to find changes in their intensity, mesoscale structure, and propagation speed with changes in the cold pools.

We first investigated the convective intensity response to the cold pools and found that the systems became more intense when the cold pools were weakened, in opposition to our original hypothesis. We attribute this result to the fact that the cold pool air became incorporated into the updrafts, which we verified by introducing passive tracers into the cold pools. The cold pools’ negative buoyancy reduced the convective intensity on two different spatiotemporal scales: (i) on the scales of individual convective elements, the cold pool air was entrained into the updrafts and (ii) on the mesoscale, the low-level inflow air was evaporatively cooled from precipitating congestus clouds ahead of the primary convection. The detrimental influence of the cold pools on convective intensity via their negative buoyancy suggests they are not playing critical roles in initiating new convection or maintaining the existing system.

We also investigated whether our evaporation-induced changes to the cold pools influenced the mesoscale structure, propagation, or lifetimes of the convective systems. Although we saw changes in streamline tilt at low levels near the composite cold pools, neither the cluster nor the linear system exhibited differences in propagation speed, lifetime, or the broad mesoscale structure when the cold pools were altered. This confirms that RKW theory is not applicable to the behavior of these systems.

![Fig. 13. Hovmöller diagrams of meridionally averaged condensed water path (mm) in (a) CTL-BASE, (b) EOFF-BASE, and (c) EOFF-FL-BASE. The black lines are in the same location in each panel in order to distinguish differences in propagation speed among the simulations.](image-url)
systems, even those that otherwise appear consistent with RKW thinking. This result is highlighted by the lack of response in the linear system because its tilt and structure was in keeping with RKW thinking and the system propagation speed closely matched that of the theoretical cold pool speed. We wonder whether prior studies that have successfully applied RKW theory to tropical convective systems would also find a similar lack of response in the mesoscale structure and propagation to changes in the cold pool strengths.

Since the cold pools did not impact the convective systems’ mesoscale structure or propagation, the role of gravity waves in the convective system morphology was explored. We showed the importance of the $n = 3$ wave in influencing the intensity and system evolution, in accordance with prior studies. Additionally, it appeared that this wave may be coupled to the convective systems and therefore controlled their propagation speeds. The coupling appeared to cease once the wave amplitude was artificially suppressed by removing all evaporative cooling below the freezing level. The influence of the amplitude of the $n = 3$ (and other) wave modes on their ability to couple to convection should be a topic of future research.

Our cluster and linear system results, the upshear-propagating regime (UPR) in LM15, the downshear-propagating regime (DPR) in ML15, and the shear-parallel, mei-yu front tropical system in LM17 have interesting similarities. Commonalities in structure and flow include the wave-like propagation with throughflow at all levels (linear, UPR, and mei-yu system), the tilt back over the cold pool (cluster, linear, UPR, and mei-yu system), the lack of a mesoscale downdraft (cluster, linear, and DPR), and the presence of high boundary layer humidity and relatively weak cold pools. RKW arguments do not appear to fully explain the behavior of any of these five systems, and in fact, the cold pools’ inferred or demonstrated lack of importance to the propagation and structure is true for all but the UPR. However, a ducted gravity wave was also shown to be important in the UPR, and we speculate as to whether the UPR’s propagation would be altered if the cold pool were eliminated. The common lack of influence of cold pools on the mesoscale features, despite the different shear strengths and orientations, suggests an important underlying cause for these similarities and their departure from midlatitude system behavior other than shear. That cause may simply be the moist boundary layer and resulting weak and shallow cold pools, which was the underlying hypothesis in LM15 and ML15.

It would be interesting to explore whether our results hold in other environments, such as tropical continental regimes. We also suggest further mechanistic studies of the role of waves in the behavior and organization of tropical convection, both from modeling and observational perspectives.
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